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Ralfe Whistler has the world’s largest collection of
Dodo art and memorabilia. His fascination with the
Dodo started when he inherited from his father a
set of bones of the Dodo, the first to come to the
UK in the 19th century. For over 40 years he has
collected everything about the Dodo from all over
the world. This is the first time that part of his
collection has been shown outside his home town
of Battle in the UK.
The Dodo holds a special place in most people’s
imagination as a strange looking bird that did not
fly and became extinct, and through Lewis Carroll’s
Alice in Wonderland. The exhibition will help
visitors understand how the Dodo came into
existence and why man’s arrival on Mauritius in
1598 heralded a catastrophic change in the ecology
of that small island in the Indian Ocean. It then
explores why the strange bird (of the pigeon
species) became extinct by about 1688 and why it
is so well known today.

Contemporary descriptions of the Dodo are vague
and many misconceptions about how it looked
have followed. The exhibition of paintings,
sculptures and drawings all show the bird to have
had a shape rather like a turkey with a wide beak.
The exhibition shows birds in all sizes and colours.
Many countries in the southern hemisphere were
not colonised by humans until recent history. There
were no predators such as cats and rats; birds that
had once flown became flightless after hundreds
and thousands of years of evolution. The Dodo was
found on no other island. The introduction of
animals from the West and hunting caused the
extinction of the species in only 90 years.
The exhibition will be of great interest to children
who can speculate on what the bird looked like,
what the tropical island of Mauritius was like in
1598 and how its ecology has been changed by
man over the last 400 years and why we must
learn to respect nature.
School groups are by prior arrangement.

An 8-page booklet has been
prepared to accompany the
exhibition with more information
about the Dodo and illustrated
with images from the
Ralfe Whistler Collection.
Price £2 plus postage.

Overleaf: Jonathan Adams
Copy of a painting by Roelant Savery of
the Dodo from 1629
Oil on canvas, 83 × 103 cm
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